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WENDY WHITE: DOUBLE VANITY AT SHERRICK & PAUL

Sherrick & Paul Gallery is pleased to present Double Vanity, a solo exhibition of new works by contemporary painter Wendy White, 

opening April 30th and running through June 13th.

White has spent years living and working in New York’s Chinatown neighborhood, observing the multilayered surfaces that define 

the cityscape—the particular convergence of older, formal architecture with its clear angles and lines, covered (and extended 

outward by) newer roped-on, frayed awnings of businesses that are further altered by individual graffiti tags, personal signatures of 

a time and place. This layered approach is intrinsic to her work, in which partially obscured text in the form of stencils and tags are 

combined with swaths of semi-translucent fluorescent spray paint on surfaces ranging from raw canvas to mirrored frames and 

custom-made, hand painted rugs. Each piece plays on the viewer’s expectations of where edges and frames begin and end, with 

pieces spilling beyond their borders and onto floors, or placed within frames that are themselves liquefied and seemingly dripping 

down the walls on which they are hung. 

Though all White’s work is intimately informed by man-made structures and spaces, the Double Vanity exhibition was further 

architecturally inspired by the Sherrick and Paul gallery itself, where White was featured in the inaugural group exhibition. The new 

installation—in part a commentary on the social structures of domesticity that create hybrid masculine/feminine spaces—speaks to 

the ways in which private environments are shaped (and divided) by their inhabitants’ degree of comfort with one another. The 

gallery’s design, split in two by a freestanding central wall, inspired White to hone the collection to heighten that duality. The 

exhibition includes a combination of small and large-scale paintings, figurative images with text, and a hand-painted textile that 

reads as tapestry, its texture created with layers of paint and handwork, informed by White’s years in textile design. Though each 

piece contains layers of paint and materials, the thinness of their application and the color palettes White chooses give them a 

ghostly quality that conveys lightness rather than heaviness, allowing the viewer to see the multiple dimensions present, even on flat 

surfaces.

Originally from Connecticut, White holds a BFA from Savannah College of Art & Design and an MFA from Mason Gross School of the 

Arts. Her work is featured in Phaidon’s anthology Vitamin P2: New Perspectives in Painting, and she exhibits regularly throughout the 

U.S. and abroad, with group show credits including the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the currently-running A Walk Around 

the Contemporary Art World After Paradigm Shift at The Museum of Fine Arts in Gifu, Japan, and Power of Objects: the Future Has a 

Primitive Heart at the Urban Institute of Contemporary Art in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

For more information regarding sales and press, please contact the gallery at susan@sherrickandpaul.com.
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